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• The Polish Digital Libraries Federation 
aggregates information from digital libraries 
distributed across entire Poland
• Operates since 2007
• Over 70 digital libraries




































Role of Polish DLF
• Common gateway to resources from Polish 
digital libraries
• Works as an intermediary between Polish digital 
libraries and Europeana
• Offers services for both regular users and digital 
librarians
– Basic statistics




Resources in Polish DLF
• Almost 920 000 of digital objects, most of them 
are described as containing text
• Mostly newspapers, journals and books (72%)
• Oldest objects from 11th century, 
• Most objects from 19th and beginning of 20th 
century
• DjVu is the most widely used format for 
representation of the text (79%)
Description of the problem
• Having one common access point with 
metadata search is great but full text is better 
then most detailed metadata!
• Libraries contains a lot of materials which might 
be useful for researchers
• Lack of full text search results in poor visibility of 
those resources
• This issue is address by PSNC's work in the 
frame of SYNAT (http://www.synat.pl) project.
How OCR is used? 
• Survey was held in September-October of 2010 
• We received responses from 26 major 
institutions 
• Survey covered 70% of resources gathered by 
Polish DLF
• We were asking about all sort of things related 
to creation of full text search
– Type and number of documents
– Digitisation practices
– Usage of OCR software
Results of the survey
• Scanning resolution between 300-600 PPI, 
colour depth depends on type of resource
• FineReader and Document Express are most 
widely used OCR software packages
• Only 3 institutions use training capabilities of 
OCR software
• 40% of objects were a subject of OCR
• No one does the correction of OCR results
Conclusions
• No correction of OCR results
– Librarians are not interested in 100% correct 
text. OCR results are used as a search aid.
– Lack of human resources to perform 
correction
•  Limited usage of training capabilities
– Training can improve OCR quality for 
historical documents
•  Lack of tools which would integrate training and
 correction into digitisation workflow
General assumption
 Integration with national aggregation 
infrastructure (Polish DLF)
 Well suited for digitisation workflow
– Creation of custom recognition profiles
– Crowdsourced correction of both new and 
existing resources
• Useful for researchers willing to work in 
distributed environment on historical projects 
Most important components
OCR and supporting services
• OCR Service implemented on top 
of Tesseract 3.x
– well-known, free, open source solution
• Support for recognition of multiple modern 
languages (including Polish)
• OCR supporting services
– Preparation of training data (Cutouts, ...)







 Virtual Transcription Laboratory will allow to 
integrate text recognition and correction into 
digitisation workflows
 Users of VTL can upload scanned images and 
create textual version on this basis
 VTL gives access to OCR service
 It allows to correct existing text
 At any time user can export results of work in 
hOCR format
Screenshots from webinterface of OCR service
Screenshots from transcription editor
Screenshots from transcription editor
Ongoing work
 Experimenting with Tesseract training on top of 
data released in IMPACT project
 http://dl.psnc.pl/activities/projekty/impact/results/
 Release of custom recognition profile dedicated 
to Polish documents written in Gothic script
 Public release of Virtual Transcription 
Laboratory
Future plans
 Direct import of content from digital library
 Inclusion of various crowdsourcing techniques 
e.g. games
QUESTIONS?
